
Captain Bryan Lium October 2, 2020
Los Angeles Police Department
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Captain Lium,

By way of this letter I hereby submit a complaint against Detective Kris Tu (34895)
and civilian employee Masoomeh Cheraghi (n5890) for violating department policy with
respect to the California Public Records Act (“CPRA”) as enshrined in the Department
Manual at §406.30 and as agreed to by the City of Los Angeles and LAPD in the September
2019 settlement agreement in Winston v. City of Los Angeles. This settlement agreement
is appended for your convenience and appears below as Exhibit 1 on page 4.

On September 12, 2019 I submitted CPRA Request 19-5156 to LAPD via the Nex-
tRequest platform. In part I asked for “[d]epartment policies on facial recognition.” This
request is appended for your convenience and appears below as Exhibit 2 on page 18. The
request was assigned to Cheraghi at some point.

Between December 2019 and May 2020 Cheraghi extended the due date six times. In
February 2020 Cheraghi received an email from LAPD’s DOC Communications Division
regarding LAPD Department facial recognition policies. A copy of an email chain con-
taining this letter is appended for your convenience and appears below as Exhibit 3 on
page 23.1

The email quotes Lizabeth Rhodes extensively regarding LAPD Facial Recognition
(“FR”) policies. Rhodes lists a number of non-optional requirements surrounding LAPD’s
use of facial recognition, e.g.:

1. LAPD FR users must adhere to LACRIS policies.

2. LAPD may not use FR as the sole investigative tool.

3. LAPD may not use FR to establish a database.

4. LAPD may not use FR as a general identification tool apart from an investigation.

5. LAPD Commanders must discuss state law about FR with their commands.

6. LAPD plans to issue a Detective Bureau Notice about FR in the near future.2

In May 2020 Cheraghi emailed Raymona Moussa to inquire about the status of the
Detective Bureau Notice. She says that she needs to know because she’s working on a
CPRA request for “department policies on facial recognition.” This shows that at the
time she was working on my request Cheraghi was aware of Rhodes’s email. Moussa asked

1 Note that I don’t have a copy of this email in itself, but only the email chain in which it appears
below. Although the metadata has been deleted from the February email for some reason it’s possible to
establish that Cheraghi received this email by the fact that she replied to it or forwarded it, and hence
must have received it.

2 Writing in February 2020.



Wai Hon Jung about it and Jung replied that the Notice was completed. See Exhibit 3
on page 23 below.

Therefore in May 2020, while working on my request, Cheraghi was aware of two
distinct responsive records. The first was Rhodes’s February email stating a number of
LAPD polices on the use of FR. The second was the Notice. Nevertheless on June 8, 2020
an anonymous LAPD staffer told me that there were no responsive records.

On June 13, 2020 I asked for some help modifying my request, assistance with which
is required by the CPRA.3 Cheraghi didn’t respond, despite the fact that by this date she
knew that the Notice was complete and could easily have produced it or described it by
way of assistance.

On June 16, 2020 Kris Tu responded to the request instead of Cheraghi. He stated
definitively that there were no responsive records, despite the fact that his subordinate
Cheraghi knew that there were in fact responsive records. See Exhibit 1 on page 4.

It’s not plausible that Cheraghi knew these records existed and yet didn’t tell Tu
about it. Even if for some reason she didn’t tell him, clearly Tu had a responsibility to
ask her before telling me that there were none. So either Tu lied about the existence of
responsive records or else he neglected his duty to conduct an adequate search for records
by asking the analyst who had been working on the request whether or not she’d found
any.

LAPD’s CPRA policies are found in the Department Manual at §406.30. One of the
requirements parallels the CPRA’s duty to assist:

The CPRA Unit employees shall assist requestors by helping to identify records
and information applicable to the request, describing the information technol-
ogy and physical location in which the records exist, and providing suggestions
for expediting the production of records.

Even though I explicitly asked her to assist me, Cheraghi did not. Furthermore, her super-
visor, Kris Tu, also violated this requirement by telling me that there were no responsive
records even though (a) there were and (b) I had asked for assistance. Furthermore, even
though she had Rhodes’s February email in her possession and even though it is clearly
responsive to my request, nevertheless she did not produce it.

In addition, if Tu knew there were responsive records but told me that there were not,
he lied and thereby violated §210.20 of the LAPD Department manual, which requires
officers to “scrupulously avoid any conduct which might compromise the integrity of
himself, his/her fellow officers, or the Department.” If he did not know that there were
responsive records then his statement that there were none was not based on readily
discoverable facts that Tu had a duty to discover. Thus Tu’s claim was unfounded and
he must have known it was unfounded. Thus in this case Tu also violated §210.20.

Finally, the Department Manual at §406.30 states that, with respect to the CPRA:

Any Department employee may be assigned to assist in the work of respond-
ing to a public records request and/or preparing records for disclosure. A

3 At §6253.1.

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=GOV&sectionNum=6253.1.


Department employee who willfully withholds Department records or infor-
mation relating to a CPRA request or willfully violates any other obligation
under this policy may be subject to discipline.

The evidence available to me isn’t sufficient to prove definitively that Cheraghi “will-
fully with[held]” these records or if she was ordered to withhold them from me. Regardless
of this, though, it’s clear that she violated Department policy by failing to assist me even
after I asked her directly to do so.

Furthermore it’s clear that Tu ordered her to withhold the record either directly or by
removing her from the request, falsely stating that there were no responsive records, and
then closing it. You have resources unavailable to me to discover the extent of Cheraghi’s
culpability with respect to willful withholding. Tu’s guilt, on the other hand, is clear.

These violations are not technicalities, they’re not trivial. Tu’s transgressions violate
my right, guaranteed by the California Constitution, to have LAPD comply with the
CPRA. The intense public interest in this subject can be seen by the fact that once
LAPD decided finally to tell the truth about its use of FR, the story was national news
and is still being discussed. Tu’s violations and Cheraghi’s potential violations have
done serious damage to LAPD/Community relations and have prevented the public from
understanding this crucial issue in a timely manner.

Please investigate this matter and subject Tu and Cheraghi to appropriate discipline
based on your findings. Regardless of LAPD’s determination with respect to their culpa-
bility, please arrange for LAPD’s CPRA unit to begin complying with its legal obligations
by assisting requesters to find the documents they seek. Also please arrange for LAPD’s
CPRA unit to begin complying with the LAPD handbook by not lying about the existence
of requested records.

Thank you,

M������� K�������
���� � ���� ��
Los Angeles, CA 900��
�����@�����.���



1 Exhibits

1.1 Exhibit 1 – September 2019 LAPD Settlement with ACLU
of Southern California
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE 

  

 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 

 

 

SUBJECT: CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT – ESTABLISHED; AND,  

 REQUESTS BY THE PUBLIC FOR INFORMATION CONTAINED IN  

 POLICE RECORDS – REVISED 

 

PURPOSE:        The California Public Records Act (CPRA), Government Code 

Sections 6250 – 6257, establishes the right of the public to access public records.  Department 

records are subject to public disclosure unless a specific legal exemption exists.  The purpose of 

this Order is to revise and establish various Department Manual Sections pertaining to the CPRA 

and other information release procedures. 

 

This Order supersedes Office of the Chief of Police Notice, Guidelines for Handling Requests for 

Department Statistics or Crime Data, dated June 12, 2012. 

 

PROCEDURE: 

 

I. CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT – ESTABLISHED.  Department 

Manual Section 3/406.30, California Public Records Act, has been established and is 

attached. 

 

II. REQUESTS BY THE PUBLIC FOR INFORMATION CONTAINED IN 

POLICE RECORDS – REVISED.  Department Manual Section 3/406.20, Requests 

by the Public for Information Contained in Police Records, has been revised.  

Attached is the revised Department Manual section with the revisions indicated in 

italics. 

 

AMENDMENTS:  This Order adds Section 3/406.30, and amends Section 3/406.20 of the 

Department Manual. 

 

AUDIT RESPONSIBILITY:  The Commanding Officer, Audit Division, shall review this 

directive and determine whether an audit or inspection shall be conducted in accordance with 

Department Manual Section 0/080.30. 

 

 

 

 

 MICHEL R. MOORE 

 Chief of Police 
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406.20 REQUESTS BY THE PUBLIC FOR INFORMATION CONTAINED IN POLICE 

RECORDS. 

 

Routine Requests.  Routine requests for copies of, or information contained in, crime, arrest, or 

traffic reports shall be forwarded to the Commanding Officer, Records and Identification (R&I) 

Division.  Community members requesting such information may be directed to 

http://lapdonline.org/faqs for specific instructions.  

  

Exception:  News releases and information about newsworthy incidents shall be handled 

in accordance with Section 3/406.10 of the Department Manual. 

   

Requests for Master Arrest Blotter Information.  Requests for Master Arrest Blotter 

Information shall be submitted in writing to:  

 

The Commanding Officer, Legal Affairs Division 

200 N. Main Street, 7th Floor 

Los Angeles, CA 90012 

 

Exception:  Requests for Blotter information for incidents less than 24 hours old may be 

made verbally to either the Commanding Officer, R&I Division, for Department-wide 

arrest information, or to the watch commander of the Department jail facility for arrests 

occurring within the Area(s) serviced by the jail.  

 

406.30 CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT.  The Department is committed to upholding 

the right of the public to access records and information concerning the conduct of the people’s 

business consistent with the Constitution of the State of California and the California Public 

Records Act (CPRA).  The Department recognizes its obligation to comply with the CPRA, to 

facilitate public records access, and to promote a culture of transparency and accountability.  

Pursuant to the CPRA, Government Code Sections 6250 – 6257, all Department records are 

public records and shall be disclosed to the public, upon request, unless there is a specific legal 

basis not to do so.  The CPRA contains exemptions from disclosure and there are additional laws 

outside the CPRA that create exemptions from disclosure.  The CPRA requires that, within 10 

calendar days from receiving a request, the Department notify the requestor in writing whether 

the Department is in possession of the requested public records and any exemptions asserted by 

Department.  When unusual circumstances exist, as defined by the CPRA, the Department may 

extend this time to respond by an additional 14 calendar days.  The Department must then 

promptly provide the requestor access to or copies of the responsive and non-exempt records. 

 

Method of Accepting Requests.  The Department accepts CPRA requests in person, by phone, in 

writing, or online at lapdonline.org. 

 

Responsibilities of the California Public Records Act Unit.  The CPRA Unit, Discovery Section, 

Legal Affairs Division, has primary responsibility for accepting, processing, and responding to 

CPRA requests for the Department.  The CPRA Unit shall log, process, and respond to every 

public record request it receives, in accordance with the CPRA.   
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The CPRA Unit employees shall assist requestors by helping to identify records and information 

applicable to the request, describing the information technology and physical location in which  

the records exist, and providing suggestions for expediting the production of records. 

 

Responsibilities of Department Employees.  The duties of Department employees in response to 

a request for assistance from the CPRA Unit include, but are not limited to:  

 

• Reviewing and responding to a request for assistance from the CPRA Unit;  

• Describing categories of potentially applicable documents and identifying locations 

where responsive documents may be located within the unit for which the Department 

employee is responsible; 

• Identifying other Department employees with knowledge of possible responsive 

documents and/or their locations;   

• Searching for requested documents; and, 

• Reviewing documents and assisting the CPRA Unit to identify information that 

requires withholding and/or redaction.  

 

A Department employee responding to a request for records from the CPRA Unit shall provide 

all requested records to the CPRA Unit.  If a Department employee believes that some or all the 

information in a record is protected from public disclosure, they should provide the record to the 

CPRA Unit and recommend to the CPRA Unit what information should be withheld and why. 

If for any reason a Department employee cannot respond to a request for assistance from the 

CPRA Unit within the time requested by the CPRA Unit, the employee shall notify the CPRA 

Unit promptly that he or she cannot comply with the request. 

 

Any Department employee not assigned to the CPRA Unit who receives a public records request 

from a member of the public shall promptly notify his or her supervisor of the request.   

 

Responsibilities of Department Supervisors.  A supervisor who receives a public records 

request, shall attempt to determine if the requested records are readily available for public 

release.  Many frequently requested Department records are readily available online at 

lapdonline.org or from other Department resources.  It is not necessary to refer such requests to 

the CPRA Unit.  If the requested records are readily available for public release, the supervisor 

shall provide the records to the requestor.  Supervisors may call the CPRA Unit for advice 

regarding such requests.  If the requested records are not readily available for public release, or 

if the requestor is not satisfied by the records provided, the requestor should be advised to 

submit a CPRA request to the CPRA Unit.  The supervisor may also accept the request, and 

forward it to the CPRA Unit no more than one calendar day after receipt of the request. 

 

Employee Accountability.  Any Department employee may be assigned to assist in the work of 

responding to a public records request and/or preparing records for disclosure.  A Department 

employee who willfully withholds Department records or information relating to a CPRA request 

or willfully violates any other obligation under this policy may be subject to discipline. 



1.2 Exhibit 2 – Request 19-5156 on Facial Recognition











1.3 Exhibit 3 – Email chain about LAPD Department Facial
Recognition policies
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